Abstract
Introduction
A protein is a chain of amino acid molecules. A group of amino acid chain that are related to a 3D structure are defined as local structure. Protein local structure is a primary key of protein function determination. Function prediction is a hot debate nowadays, especially for applying in drug discovery and biological projects. How a protein function can be determined by its structure is the main query in field of biological analysis and computational method of protein structure comparison. Many methods have been adopted for protein function discovery using 3D protein's atoms coordinate to methods like global structure comparison that can determine the level of similarity between tow proteins structure. Global structure comparison has been used for classifying proteins to their corresponding groups based on their general similarity. Protein is defined in four fundamental structures as follows: 1) Alpha helix, 2) Beta sheets, 3) globular structure as a result of folding alpha-helix, and beta sheets and 4) three dimensional structure of a multi-subunit protein and how the subunits fit together. Moreover, researches on the protein function prediction have done based on various features of the protein dataset information. Structural features of proteins define functional symmetry. As a result, innovating new structure prediction methods is highly demanding. One method to define protein's structure is to join them with proteins in annotated databases, which fold is known [15] . By taking a fast look at the PDB we can see there are several types of data relevant to the protein structure such as FASTA Sequence, PDB file, mmCIF file, XML annotation, Structure Factor and biological assembly [http://www.rcsb.org/]. In this work we concentrate on FASFA data type. Prediction of protein structure by using its sequential dataset is the main purpose in this research. Protein structure comparison is the main question for determination its biological function. The majority of researches in advance were provided in biological and biochemist laboratories which were applying this approach in biochemical laboratory for instance X-ray and NMR. As we know physical experiments are mostly expensive.
In the following sections first we will discuss some background researches of this work and in the third section will describe our approach and later we illustrate the final result of experiments then we compare this work with some other proposed methods.
Related Work
By developing computer science in recent decades statistical and computational methods have been replaced by the previous manners. We can categorize the protein analysis approach in many viewpoints like their scale or their basic purpose. Here we describe two most popular categories 1) function prediction based on the secondary structure which is almost based on the graph theory and mathematical computation and 2) sequence based methods which are more related to the text mining and frequent pattern mining approaches. Graph database mining is an active research field in data-mining research. The purpose of graph database mining is to locate useful and interpretable patterns in a large volume of graph data. Current exact matching graph-mining algorithms can be roughly divided into three categories. For example Han G Brunner in his paper used text mining to classify over 5000 human phenotypes to find the similarity between phenotypes reflects biological modules of interacting functionally related genes. Andreas Rechtsteiner and Jeremy Luinstra have shown a combined method of predicting structural super-families with ab-initio structure prediction performs significantly better than either method individually. Kari n M. Verspoor and her colleagues suggest a combined method to achieve high-confidence protein functional site prediction in their first step a structure-based method applied to predicts functional sites by considering the dynamics of physical interactions and in the second part they have used a text mining method that extracts mentions of specific residues from PubMed abstracts.
Our Approach
Frequent Pattern mining is a hot debate in the bioinformatics research area. Recently several algorithms have been developed for mining frequent pattern namely: PrefixSpan [1] , GSP [2] , SPADE [3] , SPAM [4] , LAPIN [5] , ClaSP [6] , BIDE+ [7] , MaxSP [8] , etc. Each of them has advantages and disadvantages. Among bunch of algorithms we examine first three of them. The only reason of this selection is related to their fame. Behavior of these three algorithms has been evaluated by specific parameters such as run time, memory usage and the number of extracted patterns. Fig-1 shows a short comparison of them. Regarding to the Fig-1 we can see PrefixSpan is the fastest one but the SPADE provide maximum number of extracted patterns. PrefixSpan and SPADE almost have a same reaction. The main difference between the PrefixSpan and SPADE is 7 Generalized Sequential Patterns 8 Sequential Pattern Discovery 9 Frequent pattern projected Sequential pattern mining the number of mined patterns which in SPADE by increasing the number of input sequence will grow exponentially. Moreover, run time is highly increasing by appending the number of inputs.
You can see the details of their manner in the Table-1 . As a result we chose PrefixSpan among other algorithms. For executing the mentioned algorithms we used Java platform, AMD A8 CPU and 4 GB RAM machine. We can categorize the suggested method into the feature mining problem [17] . Feature mining, combines two powerful data mining techniques: SPM and classification algorithms, in order to provide appropriate feature selection for sequential domains. In this approach features are extracted and will use in classification process. In Fig. 2 the Process of proposed algorithm of our method is shown. In the beginning we select our parameters to be incorporated in the PrefixSpan algorithm and then sequential patterns are extracted from the protein sequences. The scoring function computes the score of an unknown protein for every pattern and then, the final score of the unknown protein with respect to a fold is calculated, leading to the protein classification. During learning phase, the PrefixSpan algorithm generates one set of sequential patterns for every fold under consideration. These patterns provide the properties to be used in classifying the unknown proteins. Although SPM is an unsupervised technique, we employed it in a supervised manner, since we generated sequential patterns for each fold separately. In other words, a pattern i extracted from fold i, indicates an implication (rule) of the form pattern i fold i. To understand the above procedure better, depict some hypothetical extracted patterns in Fig 3, each row belongs to a specific fold and there are two main property of patterns 1) length of the patterns and 2) maximum gap between the extracted pattern and the input sequence [15] . For gaining better result we combine the evaluated score form the scoring function by genetic algorithm. Like other learning algorithms, GA is using labeled data for learning. The main feature of this approach is that it is an evolutionary method for classifying the training data. Below in Fig  -4 the learning process of GA is shown. GA like other learning algorithms enjoys supervised learning. Goal of applying genetic algorithm to our work is getting the optimum score, the lower error rate and the minimum feature set. When we extracted all patterns from input sequences then it is the time of filtering. As mentioned before we adopted genetic algorithm to obtain better and more accurate result. At this phase we choose the pattern with the highest score and then we store these patterns in our database. Other patterns will be saving in a temporary 
Dataset
To measure the accuracy of the proposed method, an appropriate group of protein sequences were taken from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [16] . Also to facilitate the protein classification process, we have used (SCOP) database [19] which is a classified dataset of protein's family, superfamily, fold, hierarchy and classes that aims to provide a detailed and comprehensive description of the structural and evolutionary relationships between all proteins which their structure is known [18] .For the protein sequence we used ASTRAL SCOP (version 2.05) dataset which is a text format of the protein sequential data, included in the dataset, where no proteins with more than 40% identity between them are included. 1  Mpkanleiirstyegsassnakhlaealsekve  wteaegfpyggtyigveaimenvfsrlgsewn  dykasvnmyhevsaefvhv  2  Gmsvkvsvddidgitevlnvymnaaesgtge  emsaafhkdatifgyvgdfsdlflllkldgkwtiv  nkvfhlha  3 tnlsdiieketgkqlviqesilmlpeeveevignk pesdilvhtayde The complete dataset used in the current study is shown in 
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Results
We examined our method with above database. Also we repeated this experiment several times and each time we received better results compare to the previous tests. Every data are divided into two categories; training and test. In the first experiment (Exp.1) we have used some sequences of seventeen groups (Fold of Class A and Fold Class B). Training set is about 666 and test set contains 334 proteins. At the second test we have selected sequences from ten groups (Fold of Class B). Training set includes 406 and test set contains 203 proteins. In the third test we have chosen sequences from seven groups which are folds from class A. Finally in the last experiment we have selected some sequences form two groups. The training set contains 666 and the test set contains 334 proteins. We applied Minimum support 50% in all of assays that means each pattern should exist in half of the training sequences. In addition in every trials we assumed 1< Maximum gap < 5, because set the max-gap>5 will return an exponentially growth of patterns.
For evaluating the performance of the purposed method, we compared this approach with four algorithms SAM-1, SAM-2, CBS and SPM. SAM algorithms are very well known in sequential pattern classification research area. SAM applies Baum-Welch algorithms for training Hidden Markov Model and it classifies the training data set by using two viewpoints: ranking the sequences based on obtained score for each one (SAM-1) or ranking the E-values for every extracted sequences (SAM-2). Table 5 shows the obtained result by the various values for maximum gap. In the first test, number of extracted patterns is between 1568 to 38557 while the value of max-gap is changing from 1 to 5. In a similar vein, in the second try number of patterns is fluctuating between 1142 and 27603, at the third screening number of patterns is among 426 to 10954 while, and in the final experiment number of extracted patterns are equal to the first test owing to the number of applied classes. Table 6 portrayed the experimental results. As can be clearly seen the best outcome belongs to the fourth try. In the first test we gain 19.5 accuracy percentages which is lower than SPM but in the next screening we obtain higher precision compared to the other four algorithms. In the fourth examine we reached up to 29.3% which is 3.4% difference between our purposed method to SPM. Table 6 -Experimental results obtained various parameters 15 The Training Set 16 The Test Set 
Conclusions
In this research we have shown a hybrid method for protein structure prediction. This approach is based on data mining and pattern matching techniques. We have used the sequential type of protein data to gain this result. For this we extracted the frequent pattern from the input sequence by using PrifixSpan algorithm then a scoring function have been applied to select the best set of candidate patterns. The result of this work can help to discover the structure of unknown proteins which is needed for biological experiments and helps the expert domain to discover the other feature of proteins. It also may help to pharmacist for discovering new drugs. Finally, we compared our method with four other popular methods; however, many improvements are expected to access higher accuracy.
Future Work
Though the purposed method has shown a growth in accuracy of protein structure prediction, many other techniques are assumed for enhancing the performance and the accuracy. For future work in this work we can suggest the following:
• Applying of this approach in other biological data.
• Using more sophisticated scoring function by assigning weight to the extracted patterns.
• Put this method in more complicated domains like protein function prediction.
